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Giardia lamblia per sonified. A fungus amoung u s. 
GradUate . Catches The St\ah·S Blahs· 
h~· Ma,faln1 S«·hac·f~,wn 
The deposed Shah Mohammed 
Rezi Pahlavi is presently in 
Philadelphia's Graduate 
Hospitol for a splenectomy which 
was to be performed in Pancima 
City two weeks ago. 
De~pite newspaper reports 
- that the sixty year ofd dep_5>sed 
Shah· of Iran was to hav.e· been~ 
operated • up~n at the Pai.tilla 
Medical Center in Panama City, 
that · operation did ::.not toke 
place. It was felt that the exiled 
manor.ch could obtain better 
medical .core in th,e United States, 
and Graduate Hospital agreed 
to assume the responsibility for 
his care. , ~ 
The deposed Shah came to GH 
on March 28 under a pseudonym 
to disguise his presence in the 
U.S. This ·was supposedly- to 
prevent further strai~s oo the 
already delicate relationship 
between the U.S. ''and Iran so as 
, n.ot to endanger the position of . 
the U.S. hostages still being held 
in Iran . 
Once the Shah arrived at ~H, 
however, it was hard to 'keep his 
identity secret. The nu 'fn ber of 
secur ity guards present a r:_ound 
his room ih the surgical ICU 
aroused the curiosity of nearly all 
pe rsonnel · in the / hospital. 
Altbo'ugh interns and residents 
were not b llowed in t_!i e rooms, 
one of the interns recogni~ed the 
,. S-hah's face as h~: was being 
wheeled down to radiation. The 
intern tried to read the name on 
the ar m bond, but could not find 
one on the exiled i:nonarch .. 
. Most of the hospital personnel , 
who were authorized to enterthe ' 
heavily guarded room woulcj not 
discuss the case or even verifythe 
identity of the man in the heavily 
guarded room for fear oi 
reprisals {i.e. dismissal). But the 
Arief did find one doctor who 
was willing to speak on the issue. 
· He identified the. patient heh.ind 
the heavily . guarded door qs 
Pahlavi, and explained that 
international newspapers this ~ 
week carried th~ sJory of the. 
deposed Shah's splenectomy in 
Cairo . in order to cover up 
the trip to the United States for 
the operation . . The informer 
stated that Pahlavi had intended 
to hove the surgery in Panama 
City two weeks ago because thti 
Carter Adm inish.ation hod 
publically discourog-ed Pahlavi's 
coming to the U.S~ But two days 
before the scheduled splenec-
- tomy the former Shah was sent o 
pers'onal ·message through 
Hamilton Jordon from Presid_ent 
Cqrter stating that Pahlavi would 
b1e welcome to receive medical 
and su.rgical_ care at any 
Ph i .ladelphi~ are.a hospital, 
provided he traveled incognito so 
that there would be no 
. r·epercussio_ns from Iran. 
Gra-duate's reputation for 
excellent surgery, ,and-, more 
i_mportantly, even better 
experience in disguising patients 
and their operations, _ encour-
aged ·the .former Shah to ha_ve 
the splenectomy there. It was 
decided 'to continue the f acade 
thtlt Pahlavi's spleht?domy was to 
be performed in Panama City in 
order to hide ·the -change of 
1 plans. . 
Now that the cover is lifted it js 
wondered how Iran will react to 
the situation. 1,Jp to this poirit . · 
there have been no indications 
that the Iranians are aware of 
Pahlavi's ·presence in . the U.S. 
However, it was felt by many 
staff and stUdents here that the 
next 48 hours will be very critical . 
for tbe fifty hostages st.iii being 
held captive in !ran. 
The former Shah is to hov~ his 
enlarged spleen removed this 
mornin-g. lf~tber~. are no 
complications, , he should be 
discharged within the next few 
days . The past three days hove . 
been spent doing additional tests 
on the progression of the Shah's 
lymphoma, _and to determine the 
success q.f the gall bladder 
opera_tion performed · several 
months ago. 
< 
Three Ring ,circus 
hy Mark Z~an~t"r 
Jefferson Medical College has 
just been selected as the site-for a 
national debate on the hea~ 
core system. President Jimmy 
Carter, Senator Edward Kennedy 
and Governor Ronald Reagan 
hove not ified the sponsors of the 
debate, the League of Women 
Voters, of their intentions to 
·participa.te -
choice since he was famili~ r with 
the campus from his days a s a 
student before being expelled 
fo r cheating . Reagan wa nfed the 
Unive rs ity of Flo rida a t M!.ami 
Beach so he would be able to 
. scout the retirement villages for 
his permanent return trip after . 
the November elections. Of 
course, President Carter wanted 
. "We were . hesitant to use to hav~ ttie debate in the White · 
Jefferson. as oui site since we had House~since he . is afraid if ·he 
heard that many students rarely leaves he wilr never be .otlowed 
go to classes and_that grades .ore back in. 
computed on a numerical basis," In anticipation of the nationa l 
said . Mrs. Gertrude Smith, _ . television coverage, Jefferson 
. pres-1dent of the League . has bee n busy beautifying the 
"Frankly, we did not know if campus. ·Workmen are already 
stude nts wouta '- a ttend the ·busy oppl · I f I · f ymg a co or u .coat o 
deb~te since th ey we re not going point to . Wills . Eye Hospital to · 
to be tested on the material. make the buil cfing - more 
Jeff erson has allayed our ·· 
aesthetically p leasir:'lg ,_ Plans are 
concerns however, by informing also being made to have the 
us that attendance would be h a I I es ca I.a tor s.- i n · a I u m n i 
mandatory and th9t the material converted to s1airs to sho~ the 
in the debole wootd be country how the school is 
i.ncorporated · into a new course 
. atte mpting to save energy. 
titled Relevant Medical lssu~s, An order hos been placed for 
worth 3 credits. President Bleumle 12 tons of unshelled peanuts to 
· has also inform~d ·me that tape be passed out during the debate. 
re.corders will be -banned from It was noted -that -since the 
the debate," -she concluded. .· candidates frequently say 
Jefferson was selected over nothing of value during their 
the 128 other medical schools in debates s 0 'm e form 0 f 
·the United States since it was able· e nte rt a in men t wQ_ul d be 
to fulfi(I certain stipulations. Eacb_ n'ecessary to keep the audience 
candidate was allowed to content and in their s.eats. As 
request one · criteria that he requested by the students, each 
wantecj the debate location to hour of the debate will include a 
fulfill. Kennedy wanted an ten Jninute break, a custom at 
institution where tuition is Jefferson which many professors 
skyrocketing so he could suggest seem to ignore . 
wage and price controls. Reagan Plastic ' surgeons ore - also 
desired a school with a . preparing for a snip and tuck in 
conservative and narrow minded ~ase Reagan should req!-'esttheir 
educational philosophy while services to remove a few- of his 
Carter requested a state that has many wrinkles. ·In addition, the 
lots of democrats, but has not yet physical therapy departm~nt is 
hod its primary. The names of the attempting !o teach Corter how 
· schools went into the· computer to keep his foot out of his mouth. 
• ~nd out come the school which Lastly, a road map and directions 
-. would fit these reqvirements - 'were sent to Kennedy with a route 
Jefferson. . outlined · that ·does not include 
Origirially; · Kennedy had travel over any bridges·. It should 
preferred Harvard as -his first 
... ,.. .. 
~ , Coming Concerts 
by ''Action News" O'Brien 
John l~~non has announce4 
that the Beatles will finally 
reunite ofter a ten-year: breakup. 
Their ' debut . 'eon cert will be 
performed at Jefferson Alumni 
Hall for the upcoming April TG. 
Appprently negotiations hod 
been going on some time in an 
· effort to bring the legendary F.ob 
Four to Jefferson. 
"We've always wonted to play 
Jeff,' said ~i n optimistic Paul 
McCartney," ·and I'm glad things 
worked out. Actually, the 
reason- we held out at all was the 
issue of(' free beer ·privileges 
duQrig intermissiQn. Once we got 
that, we signed the contract 
immediately . ~ ' 
The . Commons is presently 
- recruiting other groups for future 
TG's and coffeehouses. The list of 
c_on~idotes include The Who,• 
'Pink Floyd , The Sex Pistols (minus-
Sid Vicious), Earth, Wind and 
Fire, 101 String.s, Aleksandr 
Gudonov, and Vlodmir Horowitz. 
- I 
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' 
The Man Who Could 
h~· J. Edward O'Rri.-n 
A score of troubled years ago. a young man rose to fame 
Macchiavelli would have been so proud of how he used his name 
His siblings both had won the hearts of men across the land 
New Freedom would be had by all while John was in command. 
So gallant were the. rulers all Jn grand'ole Camelot 
John F. Arthur, Jackie dear. and Bobby Lancelot 
And "speCial rank" for maidens fair the king he would bestow 
To seeretaries. Angie D.,' and Marilyn Monroe. . 
- John's re_i9_n was brief. yet well recalled, those fateful thousand days 
- 'Of Kruschev'.s fists. Vie,tnam troops. and SL,Jnny Cuban bays , -
But loved was he. that golden boy, with sparkling eyes of blue 
In spite of sheer incompetence. his martyrdom was due. 
Alas, poor brother Robert, too. would meet a tragic fate 
\Nhile preaching of revival in the yea( of sixty-€ight. 
Now Edward was the only hope to save our-Jroubled nation 
We needed all his wit and skill. his honest education. 
But fate had eyes for Edward. too. and sorry was the day 
When poor old Edward lost control and drove into the bay 
"An accident. an accident!" he shouted to the court. 
"How was I to know that I s~ould file a death report?" _ 
I -
He echoed old "King Richard's" words, that. " I am not a crook." 
"It's just a minor blunder that -rm -sure you'll overl~k. · 
A little thing like homicide should not get in the way. 
Remember I'm your O'.'IY hope. my brother's protege " 
Bostonia and all his state forgave that venial sin 
And chose him as their Senator tirne and time again 
But ~amelot was on their minds and praises .they did sing 
When Edward told the nation that he wanted to be king. 
,,. He spoke of Humphrey-Hawkins and the end of poverty 
He spoke of social medicine. the end of misery 
This fairy tale I bring to you has yet to reach its end 
A~d I love a happy ending, so vote wisely now my friend! 
~ ............................................................ ~ ........................................................ ~~''"! ~ A new novel featurmg repeated thrusts mlo ~ ~ - the unknown, exciting excursions 'into d~epr I 
~ caves, trips up and down on the express ~ 
-1 elevator, rockets blasting off into - outer I I . spa~e, and that inevitable fear of orthopedic ~ 
~ patients ... - _ -~ ~ I Cast, Raising Anxiety . --I 
I~ by Paul J. Shrink _ ~ ~ ........... , ..................................................................................................................... ~ ~ Be present at Doc Watson's whe~ , I 
. ~ · T.T_. McDonald ask s the im_mortal ~ 
~ immunological guestion, ~~no You Think ~ 
,; - (~ 
-~ I'm sexy?" . _ ~ 
-h.-...-...... ......................................................................... ~ ........... , ................................. ~ -
You'll be amazed at all 
tbe opportunities and 
1advantages the Army 
. offers men and women . 
with BSN degrees: 
• Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a lib_: 
-eral vacation policy. 
• Real opportunity for advancement -and professional 
growth-every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer. 
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation 
cmirse to familiarize you with the Army Medical 
Department. -· 
The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy~ 
•. Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teacl~ing 
or additional education. · 
·See if you quali(y. 
Call collect to 
301-677-4891 
The Army Nurse Corps. : 
,------~------------- - -----~-- - - - ---~------, 
1 For more information, write: · I _ 
: The Army Nurse Corps: _ : 
: Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting ' · : 
: -Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755 ~ 
I ~~ I 
I - I 
: Address Apt . -- : 
: ~ - City , State, ZIP _ __::__ _____________ ~~ 
I 
1 Phone Age ___ 1 
I CASS/NERRC I ~---------~------- - ------ - -~ ------~--------~ 
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How to spot a nerd in a crowd. 
. -
The nerd may try to hide his true 
identity by posing as a preppie 
or, rarely, as an underachiever. 
A clever eye, though, will usually 
spot a~ in~ognito nerd because 
h~ invariably blows his cover. For , 
instance, a nerd may try to come 
/ ~ -
A Salute To The Nerd 
bv J. Edward O'Rrif"n 
. The time has comet~ recognize 
. \ -
he is dealing with o true-blue 
nerd: 
1. Talks aboyt that "Goddam-
1-can't: believe-he-asked-
us-that" test at Pub Nite. 
2. Has decided on his 
residency subspecialty by 1 
the second week of 
bioch€"11 . 
off as a preppie by wearing the 
J raditional brown corduroy 
blazer, alligator - sweater, and 
blue cordyroy pants - but hi~ 
giveaway will be the black thick-
soled Thom McCan's he'll wear in 
place of the standard brown 
Dockside rs. 
If you are still unsure aft$r 
analyzing his appearance, then 
try having a conversation with 
him. A preppie will demonstrate 
so,me social privvy - no matter 
how arrogant and outdated it 
may seem. The ,nerd, on the other 
.hand, will freeze up. Complete 
absence of social skills is virtually 
pathog no monic .of chronic 
nerd ism. 1-
The . nerd disguised as an 
underachiever _will be even 
easier to pick out. His bell-bottom 
jeans will stop six inches from 
floor, his sport shirt will reveal d 
/ 
tag with the red l~tter "K" sticking 
up from the 
0
back of the neck, his 
inappropriately white socks will 
keep falling down. In a semi ~ 
formal situation, he will be even 
more obvious-he will be the one 
wearing the canary-yellow 
Johnny Miller leisure suit. ' --
Orig ins of the nerd _ 
Where do nerds come from? 
/ 
a special breed of r:nan without 
whom our society, and especially . 
our medical scho2ls, would just 
not be the same. I am speaking of 
the "nerd." For ger<'erations, 
;,underachievers" (or normal 
people) have , made a habit of 
mocking and abusing the nerd as 
if he were some sort of sub or 
ultra-human life form. Ingrates! 
Be it not for the diligent nerd our 
public image as a hallowed 
institut ion where " students toil the 
hours away and dedication saves 
3. Stays in Philly over term 
breaks to study for Nat)onal 
Boards. · 
- 4. Picks 'h is nose with reckless 
aba ndon. 
Basically, there ar~ two types of 
nerds-juvenile-onset (JON) and _,. 
maturity-onset (MON). 
We;ve all known iuvenile-on~et 
nJrds in our lifetime. He is . 
destined from birth to a life of 
high achievement c;md boredom . 
While all the other kids on the 
block wanted to be astronauts or 
firemen or ballerinas when they 
grew up, thr JON already had 
his sig_hts set on rieu roophthol m-
ology or corporate low. While 
everyone else watched "Batman" 
in first grade, the JON tuned in 
every Sunday night to "The Firing 
Line ." In-junior high, while every-
one els.e was struggling with 
1 the day" would be shattered. 
Indeed, the nerd is a necessar)' 
academ ic- buffer-without ~i m 
the publ ic, or worse yet, the 
deans, might become suspicious 
that some of us actually d~ eat, 
sleep, ,.-- h teathe! and (God 
fo rbid! ) party . 
The 1 o" cardinal signs -of 
nerd ism 
Who is the nerd? There reaJly is 
no exact definition , but if a 
suspect demonstrates five or 
more of the following symptoms, 
therf one co'n be 95% certain that 
5. H_as a private "keep-away-
or-1'11-kill-you" cubicle in the 
Scott Library 
6. Never hear of Meryl Streep. 
7 '- Eats dinner in Pennsylvania -
Hospital the day after · ~ big 
test . 
8 . Didn't complain about 
pathology practicals . 
9 . Hasn't ·exercised since the 
day he almost managed a 
push-up in high school phys-
ed. '\ 
1 o: Packs the meanest yellow 
highlighter this side of the 
SchuykiJI. 
ATIENTION 
Gay and Lesbian 
Medlcal-Students 
- l 
\ 
cont'd on page 3 
"" Philcide,lphia blealth Professionals 
for Human Rights , 
is an ·organization of gay and-lesbian-physicians, dentists, de11tal and 
medical student~ with the following objectives: 
' /-
1. To provide a mutually supportive soeial and educational organization for,-m~mbers. 
2 To improye health services in the gay and lesbian community . . 
. 3. ' To sensitize the h
1
ealth care commur:iity to the special problems of gay a!fd lesbian 
pa~ients and practitioners. -
FOR MEMBERSHIP INFO~MA!_ION AND FREE SPEAKERS 
Call- 567-4916 
HOTLINE OPEN ~QNDAY TO_ FRIDf#.Y FROM 7 P.M. TO 9 P.M. 
April 1, 1980 page 3 
Student Survey The -Penultimate N8rd 
For their second project in 
Medicine and Society, 
sophomore small groups were 
asked "to design a census-like 
survey of living conditions among 
Jefferson students. The winning 
questionnaire, submitted by 
Small Group #' 23, is presented 
here. 
Members of the household 
1. To be filled in by the head 
of household- how many spouses 
do you currently hove? -2 
.-1 0 l 2 too many to count 
2; How many children do you 
have? -2' -l 0 l 2 too 
many to count , 
3. Please check categories of 
live-in help employed in your 
household: 
maid 
cook 
laundry service 
butler 
chauffeur 
gardener 
4. Personality -profile of 
head of household: 
obsessive-compulsive 
obsessive, not compulsive 
compulsive, not obsessive 
not obsessive·, not 
compulsive (not o student) 
count porches, greenhouses, 
solaria, or closets) . Circle: 
5 6 7 8 9 or more 
2. If you employ live-in help, 
do they hove their · own 
bathrooms? ~- yes __ no 
3. Do you hove your own 
bathroom? __ yes _ __ no 
..___ 
4 . Are the bathrooms 
indoors? __ yes __ no -
5 . Are the bo'Jhrooms 
complete (i.e. with sauna, 
whlrlpool, Olympic pool, other 
standard features)? __ ye~ 
__ ·no 
6. Rent or mortgage-value of 
hous~, 6partment, or other 
accommodations? 
$9.95 of Woolworth's 
overpriced 
. exorbitant 
highway robbery 
grant{ larceny 
7. Do you hove adequate 
garage or stable space? __ 
yes _ _ no 
· 8'. Describe your neighborhood: 
ordinary 
ornery 
peculiar 
9. How for away ore the 
nearest medical facilities? 
con_t'dfrom page2 
chronic priopism or its female 
equivalent, the JON - was 
struggling with square roots of 
negative numbers. In high school 
he was u~u~lly gone-:shuffled 
off to some prep school or 
already in his seqmd year of 
'undergraduate work at Brown. 
What exactly q:iuses JON i.s on 
enigma. Professor Morcu~ Sch_n~ll 
of the the University of California 
at Berkeley (himself o JON.} hos 
discov~red ~-· a correlation (.7) 
between JON and Cl typical 
cytomegolovirus infection in 
· utero. The virus allegedly 
in '(odes the.- brain, causes hyper-
-trophy and increased folding of 
the ce~ebrol cortex while 
supp·ressing development of 
limbic and cerebellar structures. 
(This theory is thus consistent with 
the emotionless and clumsiness 
ch~rocte~istic of most JON' s.) 
However, more work is needed, 
and medical science is currently 
recruiting various nerds to work 
on research in this area . 
Maturity-onset nerdism is 
believed to be caused by trauma 
of some sort. Following the 
flunking of a test, rejection by a 
one-and-only true love, or 
enrollment into a pre-med cur-
riculum, the underachiever's 
cerebral cortex becomes 
edematous while the limbic 
structures become crowded and 
undergo coseous necrosis. This 
which he scattered his feces as a . 
child, the nerd will either present 
as extremely prim or terribly 
· sloppy, but never in-between. 
The meticulou.sly neat nerd 
regards every object in his 
environment part of an ordered 
universe. If so much as o paper 
clip moves out of place he'll go 
into seizures. He dresses neatly, 
but not well. (Recall ·that nerds 
hove absolutely no taste.) Until 
the day he dies he'll always look 
as though his mother just dressed 
him for school. 
The slob-nerd, on the other 
hand, considers neatness and 
personal hygiene a waste of 
time. Remember the kid in 
college who never changed 
clothes including the calculator 
on his belt? He was the classic 
slob-nerd. His reasoning is, "Why 
should I wash my clothes if they' re . 
going to get dirty again anyway? 
Besides, the rate at which dirt con 
accrue on on a_rticl~ of clothing is 
proporti~nol to the amount of 
clean surface area left, · and 
eventually ' this quantity will 
approach zero, right?" 
Nerds in love 
In a way, nerds are probably 
more romantic than the rest of us. 
Their reason? Desperation. 
When a member of the opposite 
sex approaches the nerd, he 
thinks to himself, "How touching 
that he/ she should spend his/ her 
time talking to me, being that I 
ha·ve such_ on ugly, but fully 
functional face. She must really 
love me." And when o nerd _get 
m,arried, he stays married. The 
reason for this is that love is the 
only aspect of the nerd's life that 
he doesn't intellectualize. No 
"Scenes from o ~orriage"-type 
thinking for the 'nerd. Just a good 
old-fashioned boring marriage. 
Nerds and Society 
Be it not for the nerds to keep 
us afloat, our sociefy would surely 
go to hell. Who else would be 
willing to show up for a biostots 
,. review the day before the 
biochem final? Who else would 
there be to memorize the 
mulitudes of disease-associated 
"hyper's and hypo's" everyone 
else forgets the day after a path 
exam? Who else would be 
diligent enough to spend his 
weekends analyzing seventy-five 
computer data prints (in base 
two, of course) to confirm his 
professor's conclusion of "no 
significant correlation?" 
Hail to the nerds! 
As I've illustrated, nerds are 
not only a boon, but also a. 
neccessity tor the well-being of 
our civilization, and especially 
our medical schools. So the next 
time you see your friendly 
neighborhood nerd, give him a 
pat on the back. But watch out-
he may try to stab yours. 5. Do you hove pets? __ 
yes __ no. If so, please check 
the most :appropriate category 
below: 
next door 
downstairs 
upstairs exp~ins ·why ~e MON ohen~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ seems "airheaded" or "out of it." II 
nude mice 
armadillos 
marmosets 
turkeys 
naive guinea pigs 
naive pigs 
II Living occomm-odations 
1. How many rooms does 
your household occupy? (Do not 
across th~ street 
around the corner 
more than 15 miles 
l 0 . How close is the neo rest 
entertainment? 
right here 
across Wa lnut St. 
across Locust St. 
across __ __ St . 
(fill in your favorite ) 
weve brought; 
1 
it to ~~~~!~9N 
I~ ~;;:;~- 627~23 
So far, most there peutic _ 
regi,..._ .hove foited ~ cure, 
although beer, loud music, and 
cute blondes do provide some 
symptomatic relief. 
Lifestyle of the nerd 
Depending on the manner in 
FREE! 
******* 
While they last FREE 
Support Hose, Panty 
Hose, or Knee Highs 
with purchase of Duty 
Shoes in White or 
Colors. 
******* 
comfort 
the shoe store 
128 south 11th ~treet 
philadelphia, pa. 
19107 
215/923-1775 
Men.delsohn 
-
Lubeck & Co. 
· Professional Insurance Service To 
The Entire Jeff~rson Com~un~~.Y 
' 
.George H. _Lubeck, .C.L.U. , 
564-0550 
Suite 1921 
3 Penn Center Plaza 
Phi_la;, Penna. 19102 
Drs. 
cook 
Special Lecture 
•• I ,..,. 1l K&Jl an '-.:.Y.u••i-; ~'-'·• .... ••) - '-"'· 
with the wok f~hecause we can 'I 
pronounce microwave"). 
,. ,,,, '': ,,,,;::,s::::;::;:::·;·::::-::·:··::--: : ':: ' :<:·: ' 'J' '': :::::=::t:''?tt11t:r::r::jt!:'i::t::1;:i:i:!-il. !_::'1/1i·i1=.·/ii/i·ii/ii.i/i.;iii:~;, 
EVERY SATURDAY 
'ICJ'M'L'I&l'2\l WCJ''E 
'F'ESCJ''IVM'L 
Homemade Spaghetti orRavioli 
with Meatballs, Sausage,Mushroom 
orOil andGarlic 
SaladandDesertPlus l/4LitreofWine 
215/922-3427 
page 4 . 
Never Nothing 
For Lovel'._S of Double Negatives and English Mysteries 
June 4, 1973 . was much ·tike any the same time as he usually got in. 
other summer's day in Peterborough Enid , a sharp-eyed clever young girl 
and Ralph ·Mellish, a file clerk at an · who had been with the firm for only s 
·;:: insurance company, wcrs on his way four weeks, couldn't help noticing J 
to work as usual, when nothing t he complete absence of tiny but tell -
happened.r Scarcely a·ble+o.- believe tale bloodstains on Mr. Mellish's 
his eyes, Ralph-Mellish looked down, clothing . Nor did she notice anything 
but -one glance confirmed · his strange in Mr:· Mellish's behavior 
suspicions: behind a bus-h ·on the side that whole morning. Nor the next 
.ARIEL · 
of the road, there was~'no s'evered morning, · nor 6l any time before or · \;.. 
arm, no dismembered trunk of a since the ·entire period she had 
man in his . late fifties, no head in a ·worked cit the firm. But for the lack · ' 
· bag, nothing; rfot a ' suspect. For of any untoward circumstances for 
Ralph Mellish, this was not to be the the young secretary to notice, and 
start of any tra il of events ·which the total non-involvement of Mr. 
would not, in no time' at all, involve Mellish in anything illegal, the full 
him. in .neither a l _angled knot of weight of the law would hove 
-suspicion nor any web of lies which i.nsured that Rolph Alders Mellish 
would, had he been not uninvolved, would hove ended up like all who 
surely have lead him to 'no other challehge the fundamental laws of 
place than the Central Criminal our· society, · in an iron coffin with 
Above: Pokin' in the boys' room. 
To rightf Banyas prepares to make a deposit. 
Court of the Old Bailey. But 'it was spikes' on the inside. '----------... ---------------------------' 
not to be. Ralph Mellish reache·d his 
office in Dowsett Street, adopt~d from "Monty Python's 
Peterborough at 9:05 a.m ., exactly Flying Circus" 
s 
·s: 
Q 
u 
And what didn't happen here? 
This . is the April Fool's issue. 
The articles found herein may or may not be serious~' 
We leave that iudgment to your discretion •. 
pk, 
I love you sister! 
be 
Judd, 
Your reputation precedes 
,, you. We're waiting in leg-
crossing agony. 
The Nurses at Coatesville 
Italian Fantasy, 
.. 
· The Doorman and C.C. using 
here "gift". 
e .e. 
Dan K 
Have you gotten your weekly 
dos_!3? If not, see the worm. 
' • 1, 
Dear Fatty Layer, 
I've got you under my skiri. 
Tony 
To the Phi Alph ,Express, 
·Dear Jeanne,'· 
. . 
Is it true you'll be starring in 
the Off Broadway musical 
'Whetzel Gonna Do When 
She Says Good-bye!! ! 
We m,.;s your cute caboose! Your "Mellon" choiy baby 
2nd Floor Scrantonian Dear Tom, ·" Steve, Chris, 
Dear Todd, 
The only thing stiff about you 
is your bedsheets. Have fun 
on "Palm" Sunday. 
The girls from St. Maarten 
' Flash, 
We lose all control when we 
see your head. 
Melinda, George, Stan 
Love those Jackets! Is Krass 
Brothers hrn.dng a sale? 
TJU Tweed Jacket Club 
Buckwheat Tompkins, 
Is it true you have a sequel to 
my song "I left my heart in 
San Francisco" called "I left 
my underpants in Honolulu?" 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Alumni Hall Buffing Crew Tony Bennett 
e .e. 
: WALK IN, : 
: SKATE OUT... : 
• Keep rolling right out the door with Colt • 
• Great Skates new low cut or high boot styles. • 
• Wear them indoors, outdoors, or at the disco! • 
I 
~ 
• With sturdy urethane wheels for a fa ster, • 
• lighter ride. Mens, Ladies & Youths. • 
• • : ROLLER .SKATES 39.95: 
• • • • 
: I. GOLDBERG : 
• 902 Chestnut St. • 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~- -
) 
I 
Now Open: 
MINUTEMAN 
PRESS 
918 Walnut St. 925-5858 
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:30 SOt. 9-12 
Blue on Monday 
Red - on Tuesday I Put A Little 
Color In Your Green on Wednesday1 • . I Brown Printing ... FREEi on Thursday · 1 Black on_Frida~ 
-
. - ' 
- . -
- -=~~ 
To Carrot Pubes, 
We love your great bod! 
The Girls of Moore 
I'll make you tired, poor, 
yearning to breathe free. 
Sam Gross Statue Inscription 
GRAND OPENING 
Salad Bar Restaurant 
and . 
116 South 10th Street 1n Philadelphia, PA 
Our Salad Bar Features 29 Items 
ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR $2.95 
• 24 Foot Salad Bar • Gourmet Desserts 
• Deli Sandwiches • Relaxed Atmosphere 
\ 
/ 
April 1, 1980 
h~- Ma1lal~·n S(•h1lt'f ~«·n _ 
A study conducted by Dr. ldo 
Martinson -at the University of 
Minnesota found that home core 
for children whC? will dje shortly 
from some chronic incurable 
disease such as cancer is not only 
desirable for both child and 
family, but also quite feasible. 
/The ,study was conducted in 
-Minneapolis - St. Poul and 
outly_ing areas. Initial 
requirements for referral to the 
study included an age of 17 years 
or less, - irreversible , chronic 
- disease with approaching deayh, 
and , no inpatient requiri11g' 
procedures. 64 children were 
examined in _the -study; 58 died 
within the ffrst year. 
'A pediatric ·oncologist was 
always available-to the fomilies 
throughout the study, but most of 
the children were given 
supportive core by their local · 
physician. Nurses were on call for 
the family 24 hours a day, 7 days 
o week. They were close enough 
to reoch the family in l~ss than 
ten minutes if necessary. They 
mode weekly home visits, as well 
as emergency visits. 
The families involved in the 
program cut across 911 sociaLond 
economic .lines, although there 
was greater involvement by the 
lower middle and upper lower 
economic classes. In addition, 
there were 4 single parent 
families invo~ved in the study. 
It 'was wondered ho_w long a 
family could core for a dying. 
child before the system would 
_break down. Altho" gh 15 / 
families cared for their children 
less than o week, 16 families 
pr~vided home care for 2 
months, and 4 families cared for 
their children for over 3 months. 
Dr , Marti ns on initially 
expected the study to show some 
types of cancer which could no1 
be handled in a home core type 
program. This1 w,as not the case. 
All of the frequent types of 
~hildhood cancers were involved 
in the study, and they were all 
handled well. 
• 
1 In the study, 79% of the 
children died at home, 19% died 
in the hospital , and 2% died in 
the ambulance enroute to the 
hospital. The reasons for final 
hospitaJization varied, including 
supportive c are , pa in , 
respirafory c;listress, hemorrhage, 
se izures, abscess, and cancer 
ARIEL 
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There's No,Place Uke Home 
, I . . 
- I 
treatment. With the exception of conclusive evidence that home 
!=Ore is definitely cheaper than 
. hospital care. Since the 
publication · of the convincing / 
results of this study, medical 
insurance hos covered home care 
in Minnesota. 
Home care was viewed by 
psychiatrists as-desirable for the 
children so that children coul_d be 
home , care. The day before he 
died the son told his mother how . 
much he loved her. To that 
mother ·the home care was we11 
worth th~ effort she put in . 
When o~ked about the 
seizures (which. ·required large 
doses of medication with constant 
monitoring and which could not 
.be completely controlled), Dr. 
Martinson felt -the complications 
could have been treated at 
home. As an example, one of the 
children in the study fell and 
broke both . hips. The orthopedic 
surgeon advocated~ ~ond­
bagging rather than operating, 
and because hospitalization was 
not unequivocally necessary, the 
fomily decided to sandbag, and 
core for the child at home. 
with their parents at such an 
important time. However, it was 
~ also found through this study that 
problems of hpme core, the 
laundry, the extra ti.me committ- ~ 
ment and the additio.nal pressure 
of being in charge, the parents 
only talked of the stresses that the 
child's ho~pitalization had upon 
.the family. It seemed that the 
stresses · which were present and · 
known, and over which they hod · 
some. control werEf not nearly ~JS. 
taxing as worrying about the 
nearly so much as they thought 
they would be. They learned to 
cope with the situation and were 
better able to understand what 
w_as happening. Psychiatrists 
found less bedroom distress 
among siblings if the child died at 
home than if .... he died in the 
hospital. (Bedroom distress is the 
anxiety expressed by a sibling 
over moving into or staying in the 
same bedroom in which the dead 
child hod lived.) 
Pain medications were given to 
86% of the children at home. 26 
of the children were~ on or~I 
medication, mostly methadone; 
11 received drugs intravenously; 
8 were on no pain m~dication. 
A survey of hospital orie~ted 
equipment in the home revealed 
that the most common additions 
were wheelc~oirs, and products 
to prevent bedsores. Hospital 
):>eds were not as popular as was 
expected, and even when 
present, the child was more often 
than not found on the livingroom 
, coych. The children much 
preferred a wheelchair to a 
hospital bed. \Other equipment 
in the homes included 0 2 tanks, IV_ 
equipment, -cath'eters, and 
1 ' suction equipment. The pd-rents 
were taught to be able to handle 
all of the equipment in their 
homles; no . problems were 
encountered in this endeavor. 
Although physician visits were 
not disco~raged, and the option 
of returning to _the hospital was 
, alw(Jys open to the families, the 
physician visits were minimal. 
?6% of the children h~d nd--visits 
by a physician beyono the 
monthly checkups by the center, 
and 16% had only one1visit. One 
child hod 17 visits (the largest 
number of the group), mainly by 
a psychiatrist who had begun , 
treating the patient before home 
care commen_ced, and'Who h_ad a 
good rapport with the patient. 
The difference i~ cost between 
home and hospital care was 
enormous. The mean cost of 
home core in the study was 
$1200. The _mean cost of hospital 
, nursing room and board was 
estimated to be $5880, whereas ' 
the actual cost in 1966 was 
$13,016 . The cost ana lysis table 
made from the study provides 
·home core was just as important 
for the parents an'd siblings of the 
child. The dying child at home 
was able to interact with family 
~ COST ANALYSIS TABLE. 
# of children 
Care 
h__0 spital 
honie (A) 
home (B) -
home (C) 
Mean length 
of care 
8 days 
39.1· days 
33 days 
8.3 days 
Cost 
$1726 
$1414 
$1128 
$ 561 
' 36 
34 
68 
for basis 
. 1 l children 
46 children 
11 -children 
and friends so that life was os 
much normal and full as possible. 
It was fovnc;l that of those children 
· wh~ died in the home, 3 ldied in 
the · livingroom/familyroom, in 
the midst of life, whereas only 1 S 
died in the bedroom. 
' The parents~ through 
interviews br counselors at o!le -
month, six months, and two years 
ofter their ~hild's death, 
expressed the need for 
interaction with their child during 
that difficult tilT)e. One parent 
recalled having an initally poor 
relationship with her dying son, . 
which slowly improved during 
hospitalized child while at home 
or the rest of th~ family while at 
the hospital, the separation of 
husband and wife, ·and the 
hassles of driving to and from the 
hospital and parking. 
97% of the families-said that if . 
they could choose ,over again 
they would again opt for the 
home core progam. The' 3% who 
would hove opted fo~ hospital 
core were parents whose children 
were, hospitalized for some time 
before death in that institution . 
Siblings <?f the dead child said 
that they were frightened to hpve 
the dying ehild at homtt, but not 
NOW OPEN 
Edward. A. Merckel eo~ , 
Surgical Supplies Since 1905 
920 Walnut St. 
Pl)lla., Pa. 19107 
/ ! 563-9346. -
Surgi~al and Physician 
Equipment and Supplies 
\ 
Discount to Students 
Division of Medic Aid Rents 
Home Health Care 
1 
H o m e c a r e p r o g -r a m s 
modelled ofter this one in 
Minnesota have since been 
implemented by children's 
hospitals in Los Angeles, Seattle, 
and Milwaukee. These successful 
prog.roms hove shown that home 
care is feasible, cheaper, and 
generally more desirable than 
hospital core in the case of a . 
dying child, e~peclolly if the 
family is willing to t~ke on that 
responsibility. 
This article was based on a 
presentation ·given by Ida M. 
Martinson, R.M., Php. of the 
University of Minnesota at · the 
30th Annual Convention of the 
American ' Medical Student 
Association, held at the Sheraton 
Hotel in Philadelphia, March 19-
23, 1980. 
******* 
While they last FREE 
Support Hose, Panty 
Hose, or Knee Highs 
with Purchase of Du 
Shoes in White or 
Colors. 
·******* 
comfort 
the shoe store 
128 south 11th stree 
philadelphia, pa. 
19107 
215/923-1775 
- . - ,,.,,-: ~ 
Which Ylay ~ hirn? 
Ever stop to think how an eventual Professional Corporation, T a )(FSheltered 
A11nuity, or Keogh Plan should be taken into account in your plannirtg now? As 
speciallsts ii) this area. we have. ~ · 
/ 
,Turn to us. 
' / \ 
Why not call Jon Corle for a free descriplive booklet, Professional Association 
Consulting,Ser\tices, Inc. - 3. Penn Center Plaza, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
19102 - Phone: (215) 568-5230. 
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·A ~ourney Through~ Jeff 
_The Commons needs your help to 
prevent · trespassers from 
entering the Recreation 
Please: 
A vague haze of delirium creeps upon m-e 
All at once a tall stranger I suddenly see ... 
He is your leader, he is y our guide. 
-On the amazing journey together you'll ride :... · . 
The Who, from Tommy 
Something was ringing. "The alarm," thought Hank, "it musfbethe 
alarm." He reached fo-r the clock in a strictly mechanical motion, -a 
reflex response ' learned from years of conditioning, and struck the 
alarm pin. Still the ringing continued. G~oggily he kic-ked off the 
, ( 
blankets that bound_ him to his bed and trudged toward the sound. 
Unconscious yet of his actions, he picked up the t_elephone receiver. 
The ringing stopped. In its place rumbled his father's voice. Honk 
began to make out words as he slowly regaine_d his seoses. " .. .. in the 
mail today .. , . a passport ... Amazing Jour ney ... Samuel S. Conly, 
Jr. M.D. Although Honk was still in a daze, the lo_st few words b~rst into 
his ears and_ burned the cobwebs en route to his brain. He knew of the 
Amazing Journey. His mind reeled at the prospect of his good fortune, 
and his brief moment of awareness fled as he swooned : . 
Sickness will surely take the mind 
Where minds can't usually go. 
Come on the amazing journey 
And learn all you should kn_ow. 
The Who , Tommy 
Upon awakening , he found himself overlooking a strange harbor. 
At the dock bobbed ~35 single-man rafts in the calm Seo of Biochem. 
Honk hod no problem finding his p~rsonol vessel as the rafts were a ll 
togged with names in alphabetical order. All fell silent as a g reat a nd 
pow{!l'ful God bel lowed his welcome. In short order this ruler of 
Olympus clopped his hands, releasing tht? rafts from thei r moorings, 
and the rhythmic rise and fall of the waves carried the,rafts out to sea. 
Hank shuddered, fearing the unknown waters, but as he peered oyer 
the side of his vessel he saw nothing but calm oh~ad. So h.e travelled 
for about a month, mesmerized by the mild slaps against the side of 
his raft which kept time with his pulse-slower and slower, calmer and 
calmer until Hank completely relaxed . _ ... _ 
Suddenly he, ndticed his heart pounding hard and fast, wdves risi"ng 
fiercely above hi s raft, tossing him about. The sky become black. A 
brilliant light flosh-ed from the heavens accompanied by a thunderous 
laughter. Shielding his eyes, Hank looked up to see the ecstatic and 
bearded aspect of Neppletune, the God of the Seo, beckoning him to 
the Straits of Histology. Neppletune guffawed uncontrollably as 
Hank's raft tossed and spun about at the whim of the waves, now 
~ capped with threatening enveloped by the fearsome laughter, a titjal 
wave hovering over his head, and three prongs at his posterior .... 
Hank awoke shivering. He glanced down at his electric calendar 
watch and after checking the position of the stars, ascertained,that 
Christmas was-a -pp roaching . Tiny snowflakes tickled his nose as he sot 
serenely in his boat, gazing at the clear midnight constellations. Wnfle 
he slept before, Neppletune had catapulted his vessel away from the 
~torm and into the Gulf of Structure and Function. In his boat he found 
warm blankets and food provided by his new overseers. After utilizing 
the materials so graciously given him, Hank leaned back co~tent, 
beholding the view · of his course. Christmas and ...New Year's Day 
passed without incident. Soon, however, Hank obs~rved . that the. 
turbulence of the water -was building to a crescendo. His raft began to 
rock with the force of stronge.i:-_.Q nd stronger waves. As he stared 
forward, he noticed that the seascape cha...,ged rapidly-if s~emed to· 
whip around like an ever-speeding ca r:._ousel. He felt dizzy. More 
sickening l!lughter filled his ears; welcoming him to· the Whirlpool of 
Anatomy. Hank waited for a merciful swoon to cSvertake him, but none 
wa~ forthcoming. As he spun deeper and deeper, the water bega·rrto ' 
overwhelm him. He hod to fight for air to breathe. to sustain his 
struggle with the waves, now lashrng gritty icewater at his back:_ His 
breathing became gurgling. Then, in the midst of his incredible 
adversity, the ~ituation worsened. The North Wind of Physiology struck 
him full in the face, scraping row his_once handsome visage. He bled 
into the merciless Whirlpool which hurled still, ~eovier blasts of water at 
him, alternating in time withJthe g usts of the Wind . A lightening bolt 
struck the water, turning the innocuous fluid into corrosive acid which 
burned ott his buttocks. Another shot and the water became alkaline, 
destroying his food and protection. Now exhausted o ~d ~aunt, Honk 
fought on, still struggling to keep from drowning, too numbed by his 
experience to feel the pain. Aprif Fool's day arrived in its cruel 
symbolism, causing the laughter of the Gods to amplify.Jn his lost gasp 
of air he saw an accusing panel pointing at him, shaking their godly 
1 fingers . He noticed that Neppletune had returned with his p!tchfork. 
With that vision c).jer transfixed upon his brain, a greatw~vertook 
him and 'blotted out his conscicwsness ... 
His senses returned one by one. Seagulls squawked -above his head, 
gentle .waves rolled agoinst 'the shore. He_ felt warmth all over and -
sand - between "his toes. The sweat scent of coconut .suntan oils 
intermingled with brisk-salt water filled his nostrils; the sun caused him 
_to squint in its brilliance. Someone was spoonfeeding him and 
describing to him the wonders of Neurobeoch . "Paradise," thought 
Hank, "fiv-e weeks of partying and relaxation ." And so it opp.eared for 
the first we'ek. Pretty girls sunned themselves at nearby Fort 
~ . 
Bring your 1.0. and sign· in at 
• the Issue Counter. 
Do not hassle 
Mort_indale, beer flowed endlessly from nearby tops. The ~f~ was 
filled with the yellow haze of marijuana smoke and whoops of delight 
from joyous portiers:~Something strange happened on the next' 
Monday, though-a crab pinched Hank in the nose. Hank writhed in 
pain for a bit, but quickly recovered and enjoyedJ1is next week. The 
next Monday, though, _three scorpions stung him. The pain this time 
w,os greater, but Hank again ignored it, unmindful-of such discomfort 
in his otherwise blissful surroundings. So passed another week until the 
next Monday. As HCJnk lay sunning himself, a flock of seagulls 
defecated from above, dropping their excrement on him· as would a 
Counter attendants when they 
' ask you or your guest for l.D.s. 
• 
-squadron of Squads -over Dresden. Irritated, Honk shook off the 
assault and prepared himself for bottle d!Jring the last tw-o weeks at 
the Beach. He hod ossem~ed his senses too iate, though. Meteorites 
shot across the sky, leaving trails behind delineating their numerous 
pathways. One such falling star -survived the friction of the 
atmosphere and dubbed Haflk over the heed, knocking him out 
suddenly and completely ... 
As Hank again returned to the world of the living, he saw that the 
landsc-ape had changed. In place of quiescent Neurobeo~h loomed 
, the Gloss Mountain of Pathology. An older, grondfatherlike figure 
beckoned to him with a whistle: ~s a somewhat younge r:-mon churned 
out num_erous multicolored mops to guide him. He picked up sorne of 
the mops and trekked towC!.!:_ds the Mountain and up the west l:>ank. 
The going seemed reasonable, at least a t first. Before long, though, 
Honk sensed something awry. The summ!J appeared no closer after 
t he first week than it had at the start. Nor did it appear closer after the 
second week, nor the third. In fact , the more Honk climbed, the less 
p rog ress he seemed to make. He seemed to be slipping backwards. 
Doggedly he trudged on. The you nger man kept throwing more 
confusing and cumbersome mops at him, which did little other thon to 
increase his load. Weeks kept passing, Hank kept cfimbing, and the 
peak kept standing ever taller and forther away. He thought he 
would never see the other side. He became angry and discouraged. 
The older man continued to wave and blow his whistle. The slope 
became more slippery, and Honk -felt his grip loosening as _he slid 
back. The you_nger man flung more mops at him. Honk stopped to 
read them, and his now unopposed backslide acceieroted . The top of 
the mountain appeared to be soaring into the clouds before his eyes. 
The pace of his fall yet quickened. Ju; t when all seemed lost, the-
winged horse Mendukosus flew up beneath Honk and bore him on its 
bock. Stretched out oc;_ros~ the saddle of the airborne steed, all worries . 
fled from him. He fell into a deep sleep . .. . _ 
The familiar mist of the brine greeted his orousaL Hank looked 
orou~d at ~is new boat, which seemed~ore practically furnish_ed than 
,his earlier ra'ft. Although it still carried some useles~ deadwe·ight, it 
seemed to hove less of the extraneous and more of th_e germane than 
the former vessel. Hank took this as a sign of ·he was nearing the end of 
his journey. After all, Thanksgiving of his second year would arrive 
soon._ So thought Hank as he wallowed about in the mirth of his 
naivete> He sailed along: and soon heard a delightful melody ring our 
from _the East, so he directed his vessel towo_r~ the sound. As he 
continued he could begin to make out vo~ce-5 singing in perfect 
harmony backed up by the cooings of a violin. Hank began to paddle 
his boat .to the poisonous SOJJg. The Muse~ of Mic! o Island could hardly---
stifle their chuckles. Time after time, year after year, hey hod lulled 
unsuspecting adventur~rs to th~m under' the guise of congeniality only 
to crash them against the rocks jutting fro~ the shore. Hank would be 
next. Buf before Hank could reach the Muses, Tropical Storm Pharmy ' 
would have its day. Great stones of hail felf from a clear sky, burning 
as fire as they landed on the. vessel. A' voice rumbled up from _Jhe 
ocean, instructing Honk to catch each and every hailstone that fell his 
way, lest the resulting inferno consume h_im. So Honk began grasping 
at the-raining hail. He ~ad little trouble snatching the stones -cit first, 
but found it increasingly difficult to hold them and still catch more. The 
hail fell str~nger and ~egon to slip t~rough his fingers. Stones he h~d 
once held firmly dropped from his hands. A worm blaze began to 
crackle at his feet, slowly eating away the substance of-his boat, 
causing him to dance about comicolly.'The hciil poured with yet more 
cont'd on page 7 
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Letter 
. Dear Mr. Reich: 
I understand you are editor of 
the Ariel and I am writing to you 
to report some of the activities of 
the Student Affa irs Committee of 
- Thomas 
Hospital. 
Jef±erson University 
Some of the students of 
Jefferson may not be aware that 
there is a Committee that 
concerns itself with the well-being 
of the students as they are 
related to Thomas ~efferson 
University Hospital. 
The by-lows of the medical 
- staff of the hospital state "the 
sp~cific aim of th~ committee 
(St~den1 Affairs C'ommi,,ee) sho\\ 
be-to review policies concerning 
students' rights and responsi-
bilities and student .dress code, 
holidays, vocations, night service, 
interactions with -the house staff 
and other matters relating to -
student oi foirs." 
Our committee felt that the -
fun'Ct1on , of our committee could 
perhaps be better summarized 
as follow_s: 
The Student Affai~ Commit: 
tee, acting as on advisory 
committee, should ~ serve as a 
sounding board between the 
students, faculty and hospital 
admin ist ra tion ; it should 
recommend- to the hospital any 
measures that may be n;'cessary 
to make the hospitol on ideal 
learning environment. 
More specifically, its purpose 
is: 
I -
a ./ To -audit student opinion 
on matters relating to . student 
activities at Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital. , 
b. To rece_ive from the Dean 
and Hospital -Administration 
matters relat_ing to _student -
activity in the ho;p.ifol for 
consideration: 
c. To advise _and arbitrate 
any . items relating to 'a' and 'b' 
above . 
In short, tbe committee sees its 
primary objective as being to 
create -a favorable environment~ 
promoting easy commt,Jnicatlon 
between student and hospital 
administration. 
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Trashy Articles: The Ubrarian,SpeClks 
h~ M«·h ill «> Dui in the context of the Scott 
Memorial Library. 
"" ihstruction . It is indeed in this 
basic course' that studeots ore 
intr'oduced to correct behavior 
patterns, suitabfe f9r life as a 
blithe spirit or a benedict./ 
("Gc;mgl ions,., go in the green 
boxes, dend,rites extracopsulor in 
_the blue flasks ·and dendrites 
infrocapsular in the red trays ... ") . 
The photographs, token on a 
Monday when both freshmen 
and sophomores were involved 
·with major examinations, ~erve to 
Contrast it with the two bits of -
- debris alongside, obvious 
freshmen detritus, although 
possibly the stigmata of a pair of 
fo iling sophomores. Laboratory 
examinat ions are not yet 
complete,_ but in either case the 
evidence is clear that these 
"outside-the-wastebaske t' ' 
droppings ore the handiwork of 
marginal students. 
Photograph number 3~ is a -
mbre focused example of 
freshman behavior. The p6or sod 
who abandoned this can make 
no effort to even find a 
wastebasket. That he foiled his 
examination is without question. 
That ha" needs remedial work is -
without doubt. Con h~ be saved? 
' It is worth the trouble? Wouldn't 
medical, sci; nce be the better if 
this potential-lawyer or s.~mitotion 
worker found his true niche in 
life? 
The Library certai11ly would be. 
As with astrology ~nd 
medicine, library science is on 
ci_pplied or.1 derive.d from 
ce~turies of basic research. It was 
also, until fai rly recently, the 
exclusive preserve of male, 
chauvinist fascists of whom a few 
pitifu~ specimeris still survive. But 
this changed with the / era of 
Me lville Dewey and his School of 
Library- Economy at Columbia 
University. Under the guise of _ 
"woman's liberation," - this 
~retched llt>ertine enrolted 
females . into his classes. The 
stocks hove never been the some 
It is a given in medical 
education that the freshman year 
is especially traumatic. Bright, 
young carefree individuals who 
hove spent four halcyon years 
marching and demonstrating , 
burning dining halls and draft 
cards, _ find the transition to a 
more structured, disciplined 
environment to b·e especially 
difficult. (Almost os bod as 
spending the holidays at home 
with parents.) 
. The onus for bringing order out 
of chaos falls to the- faculty in 
Gross Anatomy . SpJ ritually 
related to English nannies, these 
hopeless optimists mold the cloy 
delivered to them by the 
Admissions Office and, in 
general, successfully produce a 
more manageable, moleoble 
produet, amen'able to further 
illustrate ho-.y · clinical library 
research can discriminate among 
classes and between the good, _ 
passing student and t~e b~d, 
foiling one. 
Letter To Th·e Editor 
since. But I digress. , 
In the sub-specialty · of 
academic health science 
librarianship, clinical r!!seorch 
hos led to a series of postulates 
and lows on st~dent behavior. · 
This brief art icle will highlight the 
validity_ of these rese~-rch findings 
Figure 3 
In photograph number 1 and 
the close up, number 2, we see a 
sophomore group . with two 
freshmen hangers-on . Note the 
neatness .·of the pile in the 
wosteba.sket , - a· typical 
s ~ phomo r e p0 h ~ n o me non . 
, Figure 2 
The members of the ~ommittee 
are appointed by the_President 
of the Medic,al Staff of Thomas -
Jefferson University Hospital and 
represent all depo rtments; the 
Basic Scienc~s, The Dean's Office, 
t he Baccalaureate . Deg ree 
School of N'ursing, College of 
Allied Heath and Sciences a re on, 
the Committee_. It was the opinion 
of th e Committee that the 
stude nts should be heard via the 
Student Council, severa l ot the 
- members of the Student Body 
have been present for most of the 
meetin gs . The Student Affairs 
Committee of the Hospital report . 
to the Ex~cutive Committee of the 
Medical Staff of the hospi tal with 
their recommendations. 
Over the past two years, the 
following matters have been 
discussed by the Comm!ttee and 
recommendations made to the 
, Executive Committee of the 
Hospital Stoff: · 
1: Student meal plan. 
2. Loi:ker ; for female 
medical students. 
3. Parking i ~ the Jefferson 
Garage. 
cont'd from page 6 Jeff's Journey Co~nues 
vigor. The flalT)es leapt higher, torching his crotch and throwing a new 
twist to h_is dance. The gods cackled in amusement. All the while his 
ves5el, ~ow totally ablaze, marched inexorably toward the de~fening 
'--chorus of Mic.ro Island. Closer and closer he came. His'boafgrew hotter 
and-hotter as the hail hammered at his head like machinegun fire. In 
desperation, Hank~umped from his vessel into the-air . At the height of 
his leap he glanced t_f>ward the Muses. Before his eyes the or:ic~ 
beautiful shapes turned a sickly green, sprouting long pointed, wart-
covered beaks where once cute noses had been. The perfect incisors 
\'-> transformed in1Q snoggled sabres and fangs. Well manicured hands 
elongated and shriveled into claws, stretching out trap him. Terrified , 
Hank tried to swim free~ but the Storm pushed him back. The current 
pulled him toward the gorgoyle-lik:e -figures as' he squirmed in 
~, resistance. Rocks and gargoyles alike drew upon hir:n.- o'ne of the 
Muses reached its claws over Honk's head. Hank screamed, pouring 
all his remaining strength into his cry. The scream tapered; Honk 
collapsed with talons digging at his shoulders . . . . 
'{oices. He heard voices-human voices. Honk peered up f;om his cot 
and saw hundreds of battered men and women aligned in rows of cots 
like his own. His watch informed him that it was now June~year two 
of his Journey. In a matter of weeks his ordeal would end; his trial by 
fire would adjourn. Waving frantically, he got the attention of a 
passerby. r;ui,d inquired as to his present state. Re learned that he had 
joined all of th~ odv~nturers from fhe entire world who survi~ed that 
first two ye~m. To_gether they would. negoti9 te the lo~t qu;~st o{the 
Journey. As a passenger on the U.S.S. National Boards, Honk felt at · 
least the; solace of company. ~'Misery lov~s it," he muttered. Perhaps 
only criminals on death row could appreciate "the comaraderie Hank · 
·felt wit,b, his group, but even that peat the loneliness of his former 
struggles. . · 
The last :gdventure surely would not pale in its periLwhen stocked 
agoinst the others, though. For twQ.days fhey would pass through the 
_ canal Of Scylla, the seven-headed monster whose ruthlessness became 
. a legend. She accounted in a large measure for much of the ferocity of 
the Gods; all attending tormentors paid her tribute and did her 
bidding. Now she co~ ld partake in the Jestivities. From every crew 
which drifted through he canal she took' ·eleven.· per cent; no 
exceptions, no excuses, no mercy. -AH travellers would have to stand 
on deck for the fu11 forty-eight hours. Hank's fo ~mer smugness faded-
wr~nkles mopped his counten~mce; sweat flowed from every pore and . 
giistened i~ the sunlight. Gray hairs cropped upfrom h~s scalp. His 
previous anti~ipation of freedom gave way to apprehensiveness. The 
days dragged arid the first day of reckoning . Over the intercom came 
a summons for all' to report to the deck. Shoulder to- shoulder in 
columns of four the~ stood. the ship creeped ever forw,ard . All 
travellers stood .silent, watching, waiting, straining to retain their 
composu re. Suddenly from the south boomed an ~:wosion . 'Everyone 
whirled about to the noise, but sow nothing .. When they turned back 
around they noticed that some of their company hod vanish'°;d . Scylla 
would strike Onf~ more that day, hurling another hand-chosen group 
into the sea. Honk had·covered his eyes in fear; but despite his worries 
he ·lived through the first day. · 
As the sun rose over the eastern horizon, Honk fell to his knees in --
prayer, trembling in fright. Just when the sun-attained the summit of its 
circ,adian climb, Honk heard a splash from behind. He buried his face 
in his palms a r:id wept. A cold l'iond landed_ on f:.iis neck. He felt a 
scream rise up his throat but stop, choked off 'in. its ascent by the 
clamping force of the hand. The grip continued to tighten. Hank's eyes 
met a blinding flash as Scylla jerked bock his' head. He gagged. Then, 
0 withou.t e~ph:motiofl, the hand released him. His vision and breathing 
\:r~turne~ tb normal.,S)Jll ~hpking, Hank felt a warm fluid trickle down. 
t~J's_ legs, re~inding ~iin just how terrified he had:been. No matter, 
th~u~h-the. flow f~om his bladder ~erely symbolized the flood of relief 
. ' which coursed l hrough his veins, imparting warmth 'and nourishment . 
to his limbs. Hank knew his Journey had ended. The magnitude of the 
do~gers h~ had endured so overcame him in retrospect he remained 
on board hours aft;,:''the ,9_ther~ hod g~ne. H~ stared auhe stars of the - -
. clear night $ky which seernec;.ho wink pt him in acknowledgement of his 
fe .1t, The cresc~~t moon smiled at him ~she waved; and he thovght he 
would never again b~hold so :beautiful a moment. He descended the 
stairs of the ship t? share his joy with the others. 
by Jeffrey 8 ;-Bclnyas 
4. Provisions for evening 
meo~ s while "on coll ." , / 
5. Parking Permits · while 
loading or unloading at 
Je.fferson residences. 
6 . Avoiding holding students 
over at the end of their clin ica l 
rotation. 
7. Vacation and Sche'du les. 
8. Adequate teachi ng space 
_,.,in the new hospital. 
9. On ca ll rooms for students. 
l 0. Pa gers for students on 
cal l. 
11 . . Job openings in the _ 
1 medical college - posted a t the_ 
Reg ista ;'s Office . 
12. Check · cashing facilities 
fo r students. 
~ 1 3 . Disposition of student 
fact sheet -et the beginning of 
eoc~ rotation . 
Progress h-a s been m-ade on a 
number. of these points. A 
Student meal plan is in effect and 
we ore assured that lockers fo r 
female students are un der 
constructio_n or shortly will be. 
Tenipor?ry parking permits are 
available while loading , or 
.u n I o a d i n g a t J e ff e r s o n 
residences. Because of the fiscal 
necessity for keeping Jefferson · 
Garage well occupied there are 
times whe_n students who have_ 
m~nthly _parking permits may 
find no space available; this 
possibility however, is made' 
known to the student when 'he 
signs his contract and it is so 
stated. The matter of. "on caU 
meals" has not been,solved, and 
is in the hands of th'e 
admih istrotion. 
When problems arise, having 
, to do with Student Welfare, they 
may. be brought to ou~ otte:ntion, 
preferably thru - your student 
rep resentatives or any member 
-of the~comm ittee. 
Sin_cerely, 
Paul A. Bowers, M.D. 
Chairman 
The members of the Committee 
are : 
Su Carroll Hain, M:D. , 
Co-Chairmo11 
. Philip K, Brownsteio, M.D. 
Roy Clouse; M.D. ·. 
Adric;:in-. D. . Cope.land, 
M.D. 
Ralph E. Fis·hkin, D.O. 
Carla E. Goepp, _M.~ . . 
Robert C. _ Mack9wiak, 
M.O •. 
Sylvester l. Mobley,, M.D. 
Gordon F. Schwcirlz, M.D, 
Arthur N. Triester, M.D. 
Christine A. Byr.r)es , M. D ... 
House Stoff. ~Representative 
Ms. Jill Bennett tAdministratiori\ .' 
/ 
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Convening Can Be Fun Record Corner 
h~- .). F:dwnrd O"Rrit>n fans. The Clash hove released 
"London Colling," a two-record 
collection of punl< tunes that are 
certain to please. Unlike Joel, these 
guys are gutsy, genuine rock .,n 
rollers whose lyrical and musical 
energy recall the early Who. The 
production here is much better than 
on their first American release, _ and 
this time they've even added some -
horns on o few frocks. The title track 
hos received a lot of airplay, but 
watch out for the sinister "Brand 
New Cadillac," the best song on the 
album. Anothe·r great dis; from "The 
Only Bond That Matters." 
by Joe Steila 
t In the spacious Grand elected to the notional office of 
Ballroom, student representa- Trustee-at-Lorge. 
tives from each American During the four days, over 
_medical school c:jebate o ~1300 medical students attended 
_resolution c_plling for the phasing- scores bf workshops which 
;out of nuclear power plants . . addressed a variety of topics, 
downstairs in the Exhibit Holl, the some mainly politico I - Human 
wine flows freely as students rock Rights and Torture, How Students 
to the sounds of Clarke Nucleus Con Influence State Lows, others 
and the Oecussotions .. . various largely inedical - The Improved 
corners of the hotel see students Pelvic Exam, :rhe Dying Patient, 
got~ering to shore their views, Dealjng Sensitively with the Goy 
attend a works~op, or venture Patient. Lorge audiences showed 
forth - into the Philly nightlife. up to hear talks on areas of 
Everywhere is ttie excitement of growing - interest-Nutrition and 
exchanging ideas, exploring new Preventive Medicine, - Humon-
frontiers in medicine, and making istic/Ht>listic Medicine, Geriatrics, 
new friends . - Such were the Occupational Health. While some 
scenes -at the recent American workshops concentrated on 
Medical Student Association strategies for curriculum change, 
(AMSA) National · Conventi<>n, others dealt with the dynamics of 
held at the Philadelphia personal growth and change. 
Sheraton on Morch 20th to the Indeed, the greatest frustration , 
23rd. voiced ot the convention was the 
While there were no funny dilemma of having to choose one 
hats, banners, or women .:..of - five interesting programs 
popping out of cokes, the running concurrently. 
convention was not without its The theme of this year's 
color: dress ranged from jeans . convention, which celebroted----
ond o plaid or peasant shirt to a AMSA's 30th Anniversary, was 
conservative suit and tie, accents "The New Physician - Healer, 
frotn the Te'xas drawl to the Advocate, Activist." Each 
Boston urbane, and political evening highlighted one of these ' 
buttons from "Health Care for roles by featuring o keynote 
People, Not Profit" to "Reagan in speaker _ followed by a series of 
1980." There was a bit of revelry Jorkshops focussing on that role. 
and a bit of politicking - in fact, The culmination of the convention 
Jefferson's Chapter President, was Saturday evening'~ 
Jeff Bloss, campaigned and was multimedia 30th birthday 
WHAT DO YOU PAY FOR YOUR MEDICAL JACKETS? 
In the Philadelphia area the average cost of a medical jacket 
is between $12 and $20. . , 
' Throug_h MAPS, a national service organization for pro- 1 
fessionals you can obtain your r;nedical jackets at a much 
reauced rate. MAPS not only provides medical ' jackets at a 
discount, but also many other financial and economic services 
for today's busy professional. 
The cost to avail yourself of the services- of MAPS is 
·$12.50 per year as a student. At this time, we are offering 
a medical jacket and a new MAPS membership for a total cost J 
of $16.00.For every medical jacket purchased afty r b~coming I 
a.member. ,the cost is $8.50. · , 
- If you would like to take advantage of this special offer, call 
your service representative listed below<'. 
Looking forward to being of service to you through MAPS. 
Service Rep: Rick Bollard (2151 925-3477 or 925-3478. 
Other Services 
'MAPS Provides / -
• Protection • Personal Loons 
/ 
- • Mortgage Loons • New Cars - Fleet f rices 
• Educationa l Seminars · - • Car Leasing 
• ~iscount Purchases (T.V., Stereo .. . ) • Financial Planning 
J 
I 
celebration, where physicians 
·. from five decades recounted the 
heritage of health activism in 
America, punctuated by picture~ 
and music from the times. The 
healers describe~ their roles in 
various episodes ranging from 
the first intern negotiation for 
$12/month wages to the medical 
presence at the civil rights and 
anti-Vietnam war matches. Their 
personal histories were reflected 
in the evolution of n:iany medical 
student organizations, some 
radical and some closely 
associated with the AMA, ,to the 
present-day, autonomous 
organization known as AMSA. 
The celebration was copped by a 
live bond and some rather wild 
dancing in the Grand Ballroom, 
proving once again that AMSA 
members not only toke on the 
weighty concerns of tbe planet, 
but also know how to throw a 
good party. 
An important part of> the 
convention was the House of 
Delegates, o body of represento : 
tives from each medical school, 
which met every day to hear 
reports and vote on resolutions 
which would determine AMSA 
internal policy and positions on 
- medical curriculum, national 
health policy, and other medical 
and social issues. A summary of 
the- adopt;d · resolutions will 
appear in the next issue of the 
Ariel. 
In the coming· year, it is the job 
of the Jefferson del~gates, who 
numbered ' about twenty from all 
four classes, to keep the sR!rit of 
the convention alive at JMC and 
to off~r 'the membership not only 
the traditional AMSA services 
such as preceptorship informa-· 
tion and insurance, _but also 
programs designed to address 
those areas in the realm of 
medicine and medical ed ucation 
which do not appear in the 
Cl:J friculum -· . at prese nt. It is the 
hope of th-e chapter officers that 
all Jefferson students will 
respond with ideas, assistance, 
and attendence · at t hese 
programs. 
Many critics claim th~t they find 
bad reviews much more enjoyable 
to write than good ones. If this is so, 
then 1>-m ·going to have a ball this 
month because Billy ·Joel's new 
-release entitled "Glass Houses," is a 
full-fledged disaster-. l'v~ thoroughly 
enjoyed all of .Joel's previous 
commercial releases, and· his ·last 
three have been pop classics. "Glass 
~ Houses," however, exposes the 
worst in Billy Joel. Missing are the Tin 
Pan Alley melodies, the romantic 
ballads, and the awesome piano 
solos that mode Joel a star. Instead 
we have "Billy the Self-proclaimed 
Punk" trying to -imitate Elvis_ Costello 
and The Cars. (Hey, doesn't that 
guitar riff at the beginning of "You 
Moy Be Right" sound a lot like the 
one in The Cars' "Don't Cha Stop"?) 
Billy Joel has far too much talent to 
follow trends; he should be setting 
them. Give me "The Ballad of Billy 
the Kid" or"Miomi 20,17" any day, 
this album is garbage ! 
But do not despair, New Wave 
Only two · things kept me from 
walking out of the theater when I soy 
"American Gigolo"___:____ The Giorgio 
Armoni fashions and Blondie's big 
hit, "Ca// Me." Except for this song, 
the "Soundtrack From The Att1f!rican 
Gigolo" is a throwaway, consisting 
of Giorgio Moroder' s senseless 
Muzak. So if you've fall~n in love 
with "Co/I M f1'!- like I have, just buy 
the single or hope it shows up on 
Blondie's next album. 
Commons Movies 
I 
FRIDAY and SATU~DAY 
April 1$ and Aprll 19 
j 
I Never 
Promised -You 
/ 
"--
, A Rose Garden 
FRIDAY and SA1URDAY 
April 25 andAprit 26 
SOLIS-COHEN AUD. 8 p.m. 
$1.00 ~tuElents. commons members 
To "Our Anthony." 
Every nite we watch your 
window. Boy there are some _ 
Weird -OCCUrences OVfH 
there. 
The boys in Stein 
To the Blacknight, 
- My contacts are dry, I need 
rhoore solution. 
· Your· conjugal friend 
$2.00 guest and employees 
Dear Madame C. 
During the last 4 y.:, months I 
have grown to IOve you. 
/ 
Sincerely, 
The Brain lnjure9 One 
Dear M iss Heart Attack. 
During the last 4 % montl:s I 
have real ly grown to love 
you In 12 months I'll be 20 
inches. 
Don't Be Fooled!! 
Sincerely, 
Tripod 
.To Tommy T. 
I 
You adonis, hElven't seen 
you since th~ 2nd story. 
Loved those thunder thighs. 
Bruce 
I -
If you're·)a medical student"' 
who -needs life insurance, 
be sure to get term iosurance; 
FOr·a free consultation call: 
' I 
' 
Mutual Association for 
Profession~I Services 
530 ·Walnut St. _ 
Lax and-Smith Associates 
Financial Services 
Suite 300 • 1624 Locust St reet 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 
(215) 545-1600 
Judd. 
As our agent. we're c ouoting 
on you to blow the fest ofthe 
cla ss away. 
Notional ,Board of Medica l 
Exa miners 
BUYING POWER CARDS ACCEPTED 1001 CHESTNUT STREET 
l~ 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
CUT& BLOW DRY 
CUT& SET 
PERMANENT WAVING 
FROSTING 
HIGHLIGHTING 
HENNA 
FACIALS 
WA XING , 
NAIL SCULPT6 RE 
NAIL WRAPPING 
MANICURES 
' PEDICURES 
~ClENTIFIC HAIR COLORING 
VICTORY BUILDJNG - MEZZANINE FLOOR 
PHILA DELPHIA, PA . 19106 
THE SALON WITH THE CLIENT IN -MIND 
'/ 
LET OUR STAFF PAMPER YOU 
PLEA~n Ct4 LL FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
629-1005 
629-1006 ' 
···············~~····· I £~btAft0t1 . I 
e I) ... a musical e 
• • • e · Presented By The Commons Drama Club • 
e. 14 • 15. MAY and 17 • 18 MAY .• 
e , 8:00 P.M. in ALUMNI HALL ·. e 
• ,
4 
starring: Jim D'Amour Ann Petit • 
• Tim Heilmann -Steve Thompson • e Directed By: Eric Slngel e . 
e Musical Director: Jeff '(hatcher · e 
: _ COME. SEE. CELEBRATE SPRING . ~ : 
••••••••••••••••••••••• To: Al ' 
I ran into Gina and she 
wants fo see you. 
STOP SALIVATING!! 
· ~Your Future Roomie 
to: Bob 
Wow!! What a spring 
cleaning!!! Thanks for the 
Luna's Pizza Recipe .. 
Rich G, Phi Alpha Sigma. 
Go suck eggs! If you don't quit clubbing 
· Natipna l,Brainstern seals, I'll kiss and tell! 
Month ' Committee _Britt Ekland 
Jim O'Brien · ~- "~~ · ./· Howie. 
We found the couse. of your 
problem. ' You-. have . no 
monamine oxidase. 
::How is ·-~school? Don't forget 
to wear your rubbers and 
tak.e your vitqmin Q . . 
{;, 
The cdrtfs Cl iFlic Mor.n 
A NOTE TO MEDICALSTUDENTS'-. 
~'DON'T I~IE TO THE CENSUS 
Be sure to . count all of your . multiple 
personalities. 
•.............................. •'• ...................................... ' 
. . 
~ A. Res~Jution of St~dent C ouncil ! 
The Revenge of c;;roup C 
Any scribe that omits the fact that HO's were 
distributed shall be publicly flogged. . 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Any scribe that i1ses ~~effect" where . ~ 
~ ~affect'.' is the proper usage shall : 
immediate ly be demoted to fourth grade. • 
Any scribe that ends his/her notes with 
bad poetry shall immediately change 
hi s /her name to Rod McKuen. 
Any printer that cuts off the bottom ofthe 
page shall be forced to read five Agatha 
Christie novels minus the last chapter. 
Any scribe that omits vital announcements 
(e.g. test location) shall be sent to Graduate 
Hospital for an operation. 
Any scribe who quotes from HOUSE OF . : 
GOD shall have his/her picture put in · 
DIRECTIONS. . 
..................................................................... ~ 
CLASS HELD IN: 
NEW YOR K, CHICAGO 
TE XAS, and 
CONNECTI CUT 
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. COMMONS H~PPENINGS 
To: SAT. 
Maze! Tov!! What's the 
baby's name?, Can I come 
to the christening? When's 
the _wedding? 
Chinese Cook 
To: The Mar) who hates· 
Green Eggs and Ham 
l'.m withdrawing. dye to · 
lack of interest; can you 
handle the rent? ' 
· · From: Phenomenal 
To: The Nose 
Bob cleaned his room, did 
the bathro9m, and cooked 
dinner for you. 
To:· Smokey and Chubby 
Heard about your recent 
accomplishments. Smokey 
gained weight .and Chubby 
has been waking up 
coughing. 
Guess Who 
Tim, 
What! You haven't done it 
for 5 years? But you're sooo 
good at it! 
Julia (It's Real!) 
lP., 
I .loved ii when you pulled 
over to the side of the road, 
got me all wet, thendried me 
off when you were finished. 
Your Car 
APRIL 3 ·6th 
7th . . 
9th. 
10th. 
12th. 
, 13th. 
" 15th.· 
.19th. 
20th. 
22nd. 
Social Announcements · 
Recreation Area Will Be Closed. · , 
Co Curricula.r. Courses Begins. 
Oil Paintings by.,.Elizabeth ;Munro 
Kapner Opening in the Jefferson 
Alumni Hall Art Gallery. Show will 
continue through AR~il .. 
Foul Shooting Tournament i~ the Gym 
J.A.H. 7:30 p ~m·.: - , • . 
COMMONS WelcQm.e .I.n .'f'1e .Spring 
Fling. A Picnic Ow The Plaza. .. .• 
MUSIC .. . FOOD .. . 
ENTERTAINMENT ... . "Stea~ship 
Roast Beef Sandwiches and ~alads. 
P,LUS . .. . ALL l'HE BEVERAGE YOU 
CAN DRINK . .-.·Cosi . .. ONi Y ... $2.00 
5 p.m . . until 7_ p.ni ~ 
Discount Tickets on "El Grande, De .. 
Coca-Cola" A mu.~~calcomedy at 
Grendels Lair, 50() South. Street . . 
$10.5,0 -,ticketsJ~r only .$6.50. 
A GREAT BARGAIN AND 1\ GREAT 
·SHOW . 
PERFORMING f\RTS CONCERT ... 
featuring Philadelphia Baroque 
. Ensemble. 3 p.m. · Eakins Lounge, . 
J.A.H. :Free. t .· 
A COFFEEHOUSE CONCERT . '. . 
featuring music by Judi Green 9-11 P·~· 
Cafe Center J.A.H. 
FREE . 
. COMMONS MOVIES .. . This weeks . 
feature . . . ''COMA" 8 p.m. Solis Cohen, 
Aud. 
Intramural Volleyball, Team 
Registration Deadline. Sign up at the 
Issue Counter, J.A.H. 
PRESIDENTS PHYSICAL FITNESS .. ? 
·PROGRAM. A One Day Program ... 
AWARDS NIGHT ... 
·cont'd on page 10 
~ '·' . 
·• Cu~kev. · ~ · .r 
The Gonzalo E. Aponte Pathology Society 
hosted a luncheon featuring· currant jelly, 
port wine, cottage cheese, and strawberries. 
Only the freshman partook . 
Remember the night _when 
our love was bubbling over:. 
Well, the bubble's still 
growing. What shall we 
name it? 
The FREE DR. SMITH FUND will meet 
today to discuss his defense. He is charged 
with encouraging .. obscene acts with pieces 
of Scotch Tape. . -
The Medicine and Society Lecture by Drs. 
Fink and Olshin will not he held this week. 
They muttered something about 
p~rformance anxiety. 
To the adorable red haired 
guy in the freshman class ... 
April Fools! 
To the 7th floor of Martin: 
We did it!!! . 
- N:U.T.Z. 
*********ie. 
·it ' · ~ 
The Schaedler Fan Club will meet irt a . ~ FREEi ~ 
..... t.el•e•p•h•o•n•e .. b•o•o•th11111o.n .. R•a•c•e•S•t•re•e•t• ........... ~ · ie ~ 
Restaurant 
Deli 
t1th and Spruce St. 
. WAS-8282 
Dell Meats, Salads and 
Sandwiches 
Fresh Produce 
Groceries Smoked Fish 
Party Trays ·a Specialty 
Brunch Sun • 10 a.m. ~ 2 p.m. 
New! Xerox Service 
Open '8 am t9 8 pm - Seven Days 
~ - ******* ~ 
·ie · ~ ~While they lost, FREE ~ 
~Support Hose. Panty ~ 
'"P'Hose. or Knee Highs iC 
!!'ith Purchase of Duty~ 
~hoes in White or ~ 
'"1'Colors. ~ ~ -tc 
iC ********' t ~ . '"" ~ comfort ~ 
iC the shoe store ~ 
·ie 128 SO'-Jfh 11th streeJtc 
iC philadelphid • pa. ~ 
iC 19107 iC iC 215/ 923-1775 iC . 
*********~ 
' , 
page 10 
cont'd from page 9 
Swim Meet registration begins. 
25th. T.G. PARTY ... featuring Surprise 
25-26th. 
'guest. 9 p.m. - I a.m. - Cafe Center, 
J.A.H. 
FILM ... ••1 Never Promised You A Rose . 
Garden" 8 p.m. - Solid Cohen _ 
Auditorium, J.A.H. 
25. 27th. 
30th. 
RUSH WEEKEND . .. l.F.C. 
NUTS AND BOLTS WORKSHOP on 
programming ... NECAA Villanova · 
University. 
REC. NITE ... Great sports film - 1977 
~CAA Basketball playoffs: Marquette 
v~. N. Carolina Univ. Plus - Boxing: Joe 
Louis vs. Max Baer, Robinson vs. Turpin 
Zale vs. Graziano. Free. 
Commons April Fools Message 
COMMONS, GREAT GIVEAWAY . 
Find Out More About It .. . 
. Be the firs~ to own ~ne ... . 
DEL CREST 
Medical "Products 
· and . Service Co. 
Physicians Equipment and Supplies 
Special student Discounts · 
Distributors for 
• Burdick • Tycos 
• Welch-Allyn • Propper 
Special Discounts With This A• 
$32.50 List Aneroid 
Blood Pressure - NcrPin Stop 
$24.50 
Center City Branch 
1109 Walnut St. 923-1791 
Mon.· Fri. 9 • 5 Sat. 10-2 
Visa Master Charge American Express 
Accepted 
QUALITY STUDENT 
HOUSING 
(Jefferson Vicinity) 
Secure, quiet, clean, efficiency, studios, 
one ·and two bedroom apartments to suit 
your needs. 
• very good security 
• exceptionally well main· 
tained buildings 
• owner managed 
• no pets ~llowed 
Chancellor Associates 
206 South 13th Street 
735~8404 
HOURS 
Mon. to Fri. from 9 • 6 
Saturday from .10 · 4 
W e · look forward to your call. · 
• 
I 
VISA• l 
·3~,~T'ffi~ ~ 
.. 
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-THIS SP ACE IS 
ENTIRELY MADALYN'S 
FAULT! 
Luckey, 
Remember the night when 
Our love wa s bubbling over. 
Well, the bubble's still 
growing . Wllot shall we 
name it? 
Co-Curricula~ Courses 
We'd ·Like to See 
Auctioneerinµ; 
by Neurotan G. Ra"'h.-rn 
Neurnpharmacolo#!v Can Reallv 
Blow You Awa" . 
by Dachshund Uher Alles Vo#!el L.S.D. 
Carvin~ th<- Poultrv 
h~· ~~Chain~aw" Mt"rk.lin 
!asteful Wardrobe and Makeup 
by Marla Schloepp 
Maintaining Your Attractive Fi~ure 
by Daugie Q. Epple 
Artistry in Pennmanship 
by Arthralgia Allen 
Subtle Anecdotes 
by Warren SlanJ?; 
Getting That Vital Beauty Rest 
by ~st Ro~ Occu_pants _<_>f Soli~_-Cohe~ 
: 
: 
: 
: 
To the adorable red haired 
guy in the freshman class .. 
Apri l Fools ! 
To the 7th floor of Mortin 
We did it!f! ... 
- N.U.T.Z. 
Dear Jeanne- (The· Dancin' 
. Macheanne ), 
Is it true you're taking a year 
off for disco lessons ·disguised 
as a med tech in Haiti? 
RJ Evans, 
Is it true that NEJM has 
described your wardrobe as 
the strongest known emetic 
in the free world? 
Gail, 
Enough said about April · 
Fools 
Your Secret Admirer 
Dear Throaty Medical 
Students. 
Why don't you give up? 
Teddy Kennedy will become 
President anyway. 
Nostr.odamus 
Paris, France 
P. J. MORIARTY'S . 
1116 Walnut Street 
Quality Gourmet Burgers 
and 
meal size salads 
DRAFT BEER 
Wide selection of 
domestic and imf>Orted beers 
open · 11 · a.m~ to 2· a.m . 
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WHO Institutes International Drug Controls 
WHO Pn"""' R<>lt•nw 
Three narcotics and five 
psychotropic substances, shown 
as Cl dc:inger to public health, will 
be placed under international 
· controls following recommenda-
. tions by the World Heolt~ Or-
ganization (WHO). 
Included in the list is a syn-
thetic drug, commonly called 
"angel dust," which is manu-
factured exclusively for veteri-
1 na ri ans and is used for 
quietening an imals. The abuse of' 
this drug has b~n on the 
. I 
increase in North America in all . 
ages "but particularly in those of 
school age - among fhe 18 to 25 -
years old ,11 according to a group 
of experts at a meeting convened 
by WHO. 
The eight dr~gs were recom-
mended ·for control because 
the;e is evidence - or a potential -
of their abuse . The drugs are 
• I 
dependence - producing , with 
the capacity to affect the mind . 
They also lend - them.sel'{es 
strongly to tr9fficking. . 
WHO's recommendations were -
acted upon by the 30-member 
UN Commission on . Narcotic 
Drugs at its recently-concluded 
sixth session in Vienna . 
The , thre~ narcotic drugs 
recommended for contro l are: 
" , . 
Sufentanil: This drug is a 
to strict control laws in tv.:o 
countries and others have 
refused to license it . 
Oextropropoxphene: This drug is 
used to relieve mild to moderate 
poi~ . WHO experts say there is 
little · ·evidence of "widespread 
street abuse" of this d rug , and 
that the potentia l for abuse is no 
greater than for codeine, a drug 
that is taken at times for 
treatment of -severe cough . 
However, it is recommendetj for 
controls because "there has been 
an increased incidence of deaths 
associated with it in the United 
States "and Canada." Deaths -
generally occu ~ . .:Vhen it is taken 
" in combination with alcohol or 
other depressant drugs, and oy 
individuals with a history of psy- . 
chiat f ic problems ." Several 
countries have already subjected 
th is dru~fto narcotic control laws. 
The five psyc~otrophic drugs 
recommended for international 
control ore: 
· Pencyclidine, or on " angel' 
d~st." Th is substance. causes in 
users , WHO . e>xperts 5oy , 
" a g i t a t i o n , r 9'g e , v i o I e n t 
b' ehavior ~ ha ll u ci nations , 
recurring psycho~es , and coma ." 
potent pain killer and is used in , 
general anaesthesia. It pro-duces 
"morphine-like " effects. 
"Lorge qutmtities of the d rug 
have already been seized that 
have originated from clandestine ·, 
manufacture ," the experts point-
out . There is little evideoce of' its 
abuse outside North Arperica . 
Phencyclidine analogues: 
Tilidine: This drug is also a pain 
killer, producing a n opiate -like 
effect in th e · ~ser . _ There is 
evidence of a ~arked in.crease in 
the peddling of this drug., and 
WHO experts odd, "crimina l acts 
to obtain it ." It is al ready sub ject 
Three depend e nce- p roducing 
sy ntheti cs like phency cl ine, 
infl uencing thought, behavior, 
and mood , and similarly, with no 
use for man . "There is good 
evidence of their ill icit productio n 
and street use in the United 
~ussmann ®ptical <lln: 
Prescription Opticians 
• Soft Contact Lens Specialis~s • 
Discount with Jeff 1.0. 
726 Chestnut St. WA2-3090 
Dairy 
Fresh 
confections 
- Nuts 
Dried Fruit 
922 Chestnut St. 
Phila. 19107 
WA 5-4159 
Gourmet 
Baskets and Gifts 
for all 
Occasions 
.. ' 
Delicious 
Cheeses 
Gourmet 
Teas and 
Coffees 
'\ 
States and Canada," the WHO 
experts say . 
Mecloqualone: A sleeping 
' pill , dependence-producing , and 
§.i milar in chemical structure and 
effect to methaqualone, a 
depressant already subject to 
international control. "There is no 
evidence of a therapeutic use of 
mecloquolone which cannot be 
met by other · widely available 
drugs ," WHq experts say . . 
International Drug 
Conventions 
WHO d erives its mandate Jo 
evaluate the safety of narcotic 
and. psychotropic drugs, and of -
recommending controls when a 
threa t to public health ~as be.en 
shown, from two conventions: : 
- . The 1961 Single Convention 
on Na'rcotic Drugs, with its, 1972 
modifying protocol , which deals 
mainly with hard drugs, such as 
coca ine, morphine and opium. 
___:_ The 1971 Convention on 
Psychotropic' Su bstanc~s, which 
prima rily covers synthetic drugs, 
now increasingly being, marked · 
. :. throug h.out the world . · 
Both . . tre e.ties provid e · for 
variou s· levels oJ ~ontrol, with a 
. drug's capability fo r harm 
weighed against benefits. Thus·, 
under the 1961 Convention , 
til idine ~nd sufentanil have been 
placed at par with morphine and 
pethidine, both widely-used pain 
killers, and dextropropoxphene 
with codeine . 
WHO 's evaluating the 
benefit / risk ratio of drugs is 
r egarded as particularly 
important for developing 
countries , because many lack the 
expertise to so determine 
themselves. The countries import 
psychotropic substances 
manufactu red in developed 
countries. Thus, use - along with 
misu - increases, where measures 
of control are. considered far 
from adequate . 
Working with V(HO · are 
officials from other international 
agencies - Interpol, the · UN 
Division of Narcotic Drug s-., and · 
the International Narcotic Control · 
Board - plus tho~e from member -
countries. ,,·.~, . 
For instance , . Be ]g .i u.m 
proposed that sufe 11tanil be. 
· evaluted, and it is the task of the ' 
narcotics board to monitor the 
trad_e, monufo b ure 
1
and u ~e · C:f 
the . narcotic and psychotropjc 
substance~ t~ot are placed under 
internationol_control . 
As many as 20,000 pha ~ma-
ce u tico I preparations ore 
registered in some developing · 
··countries, with as many as 1,000 
c o n t a i n i n g p s y c h o t r o. p i c 
ingredi.ents . Moreoever, they are 
often provided withou f 
prescription directly to patients 
· by non-,;,edicol personnel, or 
sold over "the counter. 
Depressants, as ba rbital and 
methaqualone ; stimulants, as the· 
amphetamines; and hdHuci-
nogens , as LSD and mescaline, 
ore among the better known 
psychotrop i'c substances. 
In other action , at its sixth 
sessi~n , V:. ni~h took place in 
February 1980, the UN 
Commission commended the 
· decision by WHO's Executive 
· -Bo.ord in ' placihg the item of drug 
abu se-on the a~enda of the 33rd 
World Heglth Assembly, opening · 
in p e11eva next May . 
E:am uP to $100 per week. 
• Participate in plasma research program 
• ~stablished 45 years · · 
Presently need persons recently lnfected·wlth 
inonon.,.cleosls, toxoplasmosls, rheumatold_ar· 
thritis, , lupus or other autoimmune disease.· Al .. 
ways need Rh antibodies and hemopl!iliacs. 
Amerlc~n Diagnostics Corp. 
215-922-7810 
ml HE 
liUZZARDI ••• is the malr who-raanr wlnt 
to work. ror you. 
He's ·serious about working 
It's time we elected a man who has the best 
interests of your district at heart. Mike is 
young enough to think he can get things done , 
and eager enough to fight fo r them. We need 
representation that wants to work, and Mike 
is knovtn for his work. 
j At his young age he is the founder of the 13th 
St. Association, a member the Philadelphia 
Chamber of Commerce and the Washington 
Square West Civic Association, and a partner 
and vice president of a local real estate 
management company. 
, Mike knows the problems of Jeff students and 
employees, particularly in the areas of PHEAA 
Loans, safety on nighttime streets, and funding 
towards medical research. He is sensitive to the 
needs of nursing staff, employees~ and their 
unions .. 
r·cEN·TRAf""iiNIF ORMs······,:· 
Mike lives in the Jeff vicinity. He knows your 
problems firsthand. He wants to work, he's 
serious, and he'll -do a good job In Harrisburg. 
He wants to work- let's send hi·m to 
Harrisburg to work lor us. . ~ 1137 Chestnut Street Kl6-0922 or L07-3576 
L .A great-place - right' on on camp~ 
·• Medical Jackets • Lab Coats 
• Scrub Apparel • lTniforms 
• Bandage Scissors • Stethoscopes 
/ e Medical Footwear 
All at a discount to students 
. 
. 
. 
.. 
•... _ ..................................... -............................. . 
Please Vote April 22 
Pull 1Lever #140 
michael a . 140 GUZZARDI 
Representative 
in the General Assembly 
I 
\ 
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Hockey Highli.ghts 
by Allan Commin.gs 
.This year's hockey teams went 
dow~ to the wi re to make the 
p layoffs, as the playoff teams 
were no.t decided until the final 
night. When the dust settled, 14 
Afternoon Delite, composed l 
ARIEL 
' mostly of juniors, hod taken the l.l 
title by one slim point over AKK's · 
"A" team. 
"' , Delite, led by the superb goal- " 
tending of Bob Barsotti, ~tropg. 
offense of Mark Repka & .Fted 
·Matlin , and steady defense of 
newcomer Mitch Rivitz, w·on 
seven games. Th'eir only loss 
came in the lost week of the 
regular season, fall ing to AKK 
" A" , 2 -0 . Earlier they posted 
.victories of 2.-0 over Ph i Alph "A", 
2-1 ever Backrow, and 7-3 over . 
Nu Sig . 
AKK "A" went -fro m apex to 
nad ir in th ree short days . They 
sow their b i'd to win the ti tle come 
up short by one goa l when they 
tied Phi Alph " A" 2-2 the d 9 y 
before the season ena ed . Led by 
the stellar defense of senior Dove 
Fishman and Mo rk Stull , and the 
potent offense of senLor Mike-
Kornhauser, AKK's only loss came 
at the hands of Nu Sig, in on 
intense 1-0 game. Earlier, they 
had be~ten Bock row on Opening 
Chri s Eriksen exercises .h is, plerygoids . 
an'chored by goalie Allon 
Cummings. Their - season was 
highlighted by, the 1-0 win over 
AKK "A", as well as a 4-4 tie with 
Backrow, when they came ba'ck 
from a 4-1 deficit. They qualified -
for the playoffs on !he last day of 
the season with a 11-1 pastin g of 
Junior- Bi rdmen. 
Phi Alph "A" gained a playoff 
berth -with a rousing 2-2 tie with 
AKK " A" on the next-to-last d ay _of 
the : ~~.;on. They also beat Nu Sig 
aecent early showing '-- before 
- folding late in the se ason. They 
were led by Aaron BleznaR & 
John "Cowboy" Hoch, and 
managed a 3 .. 3 tie with Backrow 
as well as victories over both "B" . 
teams . 
Ph i Alp h "B" , led by fr eshma n 
Capta in Pete Cognetti, manag~d 
to beat to beat Al<K "B". AKK "B" 
'won o game by forfe it , a nd was 
led by Captain Mike Bre slow. 
. Night 4-3. 
- 5-2, scoring an ·empty-net goal as 
Sig pressed fo r the tie . 
All in all , it _was an exciting 
season of · hockey. Afternoon 
D~liTh-;- AKK "A", Nu Sig, and Phi 
Alph "A" faced off in t he pla y-
o ffs whkh began on Sunday, 
March 23rd . 
There was a tie for third place , 
b e tween Nu Si~a and Phi Alpb 
~ ~'A" . 
Backrow ba re ly m ~ssed the 
pl a yoffs, hurt by a 3-3 tie with 
Junior Bird men. They were paced 
by Pa ul . Stander · a nd Gary 
Dukart, and d id beat Phi Alp h 
"A~' 2-1 e a rlier in the sea so n. 
_._,,, r 
. Nu Sig, the highest scoring 
team in !he league, was paced 
on offense by Tom Wilson & Bill 
Laurence: on defense by Bob 
Monn & Vince Viscomi, a ~d 
Junior · Bird men, mode. up 
primarily of freshmen , ma de a 
I've been studying real. rea·1 
hard for dot test, mos'rs! 
Judd 
,~ .............................. ~.,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 
I CASH WITHOUT COl,LATERAl · ) I 9 l:Jp-:fo .$2500 for the senior l i • up to $5000 forJ he resident · I 
~ · Other fin~ncial SeNices Available · -~ I · · · · -· I ~ 000000 0:_. •••• ~, 000000000 . 000:00oo •o 000 0 0 ,000•000 0 0•000 .0.•0A000 •···········••.••._•••000000.0 ~···~ 
I ~ Lax and Smllh Assoclal'8 I 
~ Financial Senices ~ 
~ Suite 300 • 1624 Locust Street ~ I Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 I 
~ (215) -545-1600 ~ , 
~ , . '- . - . ~ (,,...;...,,,,,,,,,,'°'.'''''~'''''''''' ..... , ..... ,,,'1' 
~ 
BILL'S DEN 
Bal'.ber and Unisex Hair Stylist 
-1015 Chestnut St. 
Jefferson Building ·Room 613 
friendly, talented service and a discount with Jefferson ·ID's 
Monday thru Saturday 
.8 A.M. to 5 P .M. 
By Appointment 
MA7-8'923 
/ 
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Marathon Tips 
h~· Stuart Sinµ:..r 
Sh ould , 'you Joad up on 
carbohydrates before your next 
five-mile running race? · H_ow 
about for your next marathon? Is 
it o good idea to use caffeine as a 
pre-race slimulant? These and 
other sports physiology questions 
_ were brought up at a lunch eon 
sponsored by the Physiology 
Depa rtment and the J e ffe rson 
Running Club on March 19. The 
guest of honor was Cha rl e ~ 
Tipton, Ph.D. Physiology, who is 
the primary sports physiology 
consultant for the Unive rsity of 
Iowa. 
Dr. Tip ton first addressed the 
subject of ccirb ohydrate loa ding, 
a techniqu~ long distance 
runners use to " beef up" my scle 
glycogen . stores by eating high 
ca rbohyd'rate ' mea Is a few days 
before each race. "When one 
loads c a rbohydrates the 
competitor should rememberthat 
for every gram of carbohydrate 
. 5onsumed; one must consume two 
grams of water. The water intake 
tend s to ma ke racers sluggish 
and perform worse if they are not 
experienced at carbohydrate 
loading ." Dr. Tipton went on to 
say _thot racers should p ractice 
"loading" a few ti mes before 
they use it in a race. Also! if the 
race does not last longer tha n 
forty minute s, carbohydrate 
lo a ding i ~ wo rt hless . 
Some race-d ay preparation 
pointers were given . " DQ not ea t -
g lucose right before the race 
because .it causes insulin rebound 
and hypoglycemia, and does not 
give you "instant energy." Pre-
ra c e caffe ine u se was 
discou·raged as well. Yet a majo r 
pre-race requ irement is warming 
up and stretching out. People 
who do not warm up and stretch 
out have a much higher incid e nce 
o f muscle pulls a nd cramps than 
those who do. Warming- ~p also 
i n ~ reases co!'lnective -tissue blood 
fl ow dnd helps p reve nt damag e 
to the se frequently overworked 
ar:id undernourished tissues . 
In addition to pre-race 
exercises, ma intaining a strength 
balance between ·muscle .g roups 
also preve nts racing an d t ra ining 
inj uries . Runners usually have 
stronger qyadriceps than 
hamstrings and hamstring injury 
is comi:ion. Dr. Tipton suggested 
strengthening tile hamstrings to' 
avoid inj ury, but t: 'Tlp hasizerl --· 
that the exercises use d 
a pp roxima te the le g action seen 
in running. The principle of sp~rt 
specific tra in ing is very important 
for getting the most performance 
from a training schedu\e. 
- Dr. Tipton sugg e sted li miting 
the use of weight machine s in 
train ing for sports other than 
weight li fting . Howeve r, he said 
-that' tradition is ha r,d to break, 
a nd athle te s 
1 
will proba b ly 
co ntinue weight tra ining no 
matter what. 
MOBILE MEDICAL SERVICES, INC. 
1015 Chestnut St. Suite.103 
(215) -925-8331 
• PHYSICIANS' SU PPLIES • DIAGNOSTICS 
• OFFICE DESIGNS • LABORATORY 
"• DECORATING SERVICE • DISPOSABLES 
• CONSTRU~T10N • FURNITURE 
·• 'FINANCING ·• EQU l'PMENT REPAIRS 
• specia l Student Diseounts · ---
9 e0MPLETE HOME HEAL TH CARE • 
• OXYGEN 
• 1.P.P.B: 
• OXYGENATOR 
• BEDS 
• WHE EL CHAI RS 
• WHIRLPOOL 
• COMMOD(.S 
• WALKERS 
- • T. E.N.S. 
• ORTHOPEDIC 
APPLIANCES 
• TRACTION 
,All Assignments Accepted) 
